The variety of generic drugs available has been remarkable in the Brazilian pharmaceutical sector, which allows the consumer wide freedom of choice among the various presentations for the same agent. Recognized as equivalent in quality and effectiveness, these presentations differ only in external aspects of the formulation, such as brand, price, advertisement, packaging, etc. In this context, knowing the determinants that lead to a specific choice is very important since it can provide adequate positioning according to the real consumer perception, resulting in a competitive differential. Thus, the focus of this study is perception, understanding and possible impact generated by the packaging and label of generic drugs in a small city located in Minas Gerais state, Brazil. The main objective of this article is to raise aspects related to the packaging of generic drugs considered by consumers as elements of choice and preference. For the study, two focus groups and direct observations were made with consumers of generic drugs, to acquire impressions from several labels of the same drug, followed by the formulation and application of a questionnaire. The questionnaire was divided into four blocks, with (1) personal information; (2) general aspects of drugs understanding; (3) packaging perception; and (4) scenario evaluation. Finally, the treatment and analysis of the data obtained as the basis for the conclusions of the study is presented.
Introduction
The development and production of drugs in Brazil went through several stages, from the creation of small national companies to the progressive denationalization of the Brazilian market and the progressive entry of multinational pharmaceutical companies from the 1960s (Evans, 1982) . The Brazilian pharmaceutical industry is characterized by low investment in research and development, which leads to a small number of patents and a " […] low degree of incentive to domestic producers to engage in international property rights" (Nishijima et al., 2014, p. 166) . Since the adoption of Law No. 9,787 (February 10, 1999) titled "Generics Law" (Brasil, 1999) , the Brazilian pharmaceutical sector has been surrounded by a new and highly competitive scenario, in which the profound re-laying of the foundations of the sector has brought a new reality, marked, among other points, by the advent of several labels for the same drug. Generic drugs represent a watershed for the drug industry and pharmaceutical laboratories, taking them out of the "comfort zone" (Santos & Pinho, 2012) . Analyzing from the perspective of the consumer, it became possible to choose between either reference or generic drug, as well as between the various generic representations and labels available. Despite this situation experienced after 1999, it is observed that economically more affordable alternatives already existed for certain drugs, called "similar drugs".
The crucial point linked to the Generics Law is related to the establishment of strict guarantees regarding the effectiveness of the new drug, which has led to the gradual clarification of the population as to what these drugs and their quality standards. In addition, factors such as the significant reduction in price, when compared to the reference drug, and the large percentage of profit from this segment help to boost sales. Thus, the growth of the participation of generics, both in market share and in the revenues of companies in the industry, whether manufacturers, distributors or retailers, is highly evident.
The Brazilian regulation of generic drugs allowed the consumer to choose among several available representations, including the existing "similar drugs". Factors such as price reductions help boost their sales and growth of generic market share, while aspects such as advertising are also relevant for the diffusion of brands and products linked to the drug industry (Heineck et al., 1998) . Carvalho et al. (2006) define "price", "quality" and "equivalence" as important aspects for the generic drugs consumer. These aspects are related to the consumer's perception of the medicine and may involve various factors such as experiences, culture, desires and knowledge.
In this sense, it is worth highlighting the packaging as a relevant element, since its characteristics are quickly incorporated to the consumer perception and also contribute to the formulation of a general concept about the product (Miranda & Romeiro, 2008) . In this way, understanding the actual perception of the consumer about generic drugs from their packaging is important to establish some of the criteria that lead to the acceptance or not of a particular drug. Another highlight is the differentiation promoted by the package. In a scenario where for a given drug there are several products that are distinguished only in points such as packaging, label, brand and price, to analyze these issues in depth and to determine the field and degree of influence of each item can be key to an adequate positioning against the real needs and desires of consumers. Understanding the actual consumer's perception about generic drugs, the environment in which they are inserted and the particular characteristics of each product. Becomes fundamental for the design of marketing policies and product development (in this case packaging) aimed at the formation of a robust, consistent image that meets the expectations of customers and that can become a competitive differential for drug companies.
In this way, the objective of this work is to evaluate to understanding and perception of users and non-users regarding generic drugs from their packaging, as well as raise some determining factors in the decision making process involved in the purchase. It seeks to better understand the "packing factor", what is the perception about it, relevant design features and whether or not there is a significant influence between the judgment about that element and the purchase. The relevance of the cost factor at the time of choice is easily perceived in a number of industries or services, including pharmaceuticals. This is not to be ignored, but a packaging-focused approach, its influence on consumer judgment and a possible differentiation for technically similar products is proposed here.
From the diffusion of generic drugs, the questioning by the consumer of issues related to the choice between different drugs, whether "branded" or generic, whether generic or similar, has recurred. Sometimes factors were reduced when they began to face competition from generic; (2) the branded drugs with the largest share of market revenue were the ones that attracted the most generics; and (3) branded products that faced competition from generics showed price elasticity and demand higher than those who did not come to face them.
Regarding international experiences, Vallès et al. (2003) , Königbauer (2007) , Regan (2008) , Gonzalez et al. (2008) and Hellerstein (1998) have also studied issues related to generic drugs at specific sites. In this sense, we highlight Lexchin (2004) who, in detailing the specific situation of Canada, focused on issues related to the development of generic drugs and their impact on competition with reference drugs. Kobayashi et al. (2011) , when conducting a survey-type research, proposed to understand the generic drug market in Japan with the main purpose of capturing the perception and acceptance in that population context. Likewise, Geitona et al. (2006) also studied issues related to generics and consumers in Greece.
Research method
This study was structured in four main parts. Firstly, a literature review, addressing issues such as acceptance and clarification of the population, consumer behavior, economic impacts, market aspects, regulatory legislation and evolution of the concept, as well as studies that involved not only generic drugs but also general medicines. No studies specifically focused on the packaging of generic drugs and their impact on consumer behavior were found, although Bertoldi et al. (2005) have studied the issue of generic drug packaging and its recognition by the consumer. A review was also carried out related to aspects of Marketing Administration, specifically focusing on Consumer Behavior, with the purpose of explaining all the complexity hidden in the act of purchase.
In the second stage of the study, two focus groups were held to capture impressions, feelings and understandings about various presentations of the same generic drug. Thus, the first focus group formed had heterogeneous characteristics, where the participants presented comments that they considered relevant, serving as the basis for the creation of a script that would guide the discussion in a more appropriate way. Among the aspects presented were gender, age group, training and level of knowledge about generic drugs. On the other hand, the second focus group had more homogeneous characteristics, such as previous experience with medications, age, use of continuous drugs and generic knowledge.
The third step was the formulation and application of a questionnaire in a small city located in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. The results of the focus groups were used as a basis for the questionnaire refinement, as well as information from direct observations with related to the price variation are not considered, as in the program "Aqui Tem Farmácia Popular" (Here's Popular Pharmacy), which proposes to subsidize the price of some drugs for hypertension, diabetes and contraceptives by the Brazilian Federal Government, resulting in the gratuity for users. (Brasil, 2009) , define rules and criteria for drugs labeling and packaging. The resolution brings the definitions of primary packaging (which maintains direct contact with the medicine) and secondary (packaging that is in contact with the primary packaging and which may constitute wrap or any other form of removable or non-removable protection). The present work proposes to study exclusively the secondary packaging, taking into account that these are in direct contact with the consumer at the time of purchase. As for the specific part in which the packaging of generic drugs is treated, the great particularity is related to the obligation and form of placement of a yellow stripe that easily identifies this class of drugs, besides defining technical aspects related to the presentation of the same.
Generic drugs
Several studies, such as Ramalho (2006) and Viana (2002) (2000), Sun (2004) , Fronteli (2009) and Lyra (2004) did not focus his studies specifically on generic drugs, but marketing issues and consumer behavior, demonstrating the relevance of the issues related to the theme for the sector analyzed.
Among the studies in the literature, we highlight Yokoshiro (2009) who studied the relationship of influence between the brand and organizational image, the perceived risk and the intention of prescribing generic drugs. When conducting the research with doctors from Salvador (Bahia), the author points out that there is a relationship between these three factors. One of its main conclusions is related to the fact that the value of the organizational brand can be a strategic alternative in reducing the perception of risk in the market of generic drugs and, thus, a competitive differential. Nishijima (2003) studied the economic impacts caused by the insertion of generic drugs, without dismembering the focus established in the price of the original drug. From the econometric models used by the author, the establishment of three main conclusions was possible: (1) the prices of branded drugs that have become generic reference, sample size that yields statistically significant results, the following Formula 1 was used (Babbie, 1990) :
at where: n = sample size; N = size of study population; d = maximum error attributed; z = normal table value linked to the desired confidence level; P = proportion of positive responses. With a greater prior knowledge about the population and a possible judgment about the proportion of positive responses, a greater value could be used for P (P = 0.80, for example), which would bring a smaller sample. In the present case, since we did not have any idea of the answers direction, we chose to maximize the sample size, assigning a value of P = 0.50. Due to technical and time constraints, a sample of 42 people was chosen, corresponding to a 15% error with a 95% confidence or a 10% error with a confidence of 80%. It is worth mentioning that, as Figueiredo & Romeiro (2011) point out, a sample with a lower number than the one found does not detract from the results, but points to a lower degree of confidence and precision. In order to compare results between two different realities, the sample was divided into two subgroups of 21 people each: a group of non-users of any type of medication and another group consisting of people who used drugs.
Questionnaires preparation
There were 19 generic and 13 similar presentations for the drug under study, being used in the research eight products available in the regional market studied (Figure 1 ), being seven generic and one similar. The drugs had the names of their respective laboratories camouflaged and were numbered from one to eight. The option to study with this determined number of laboratories was to balance two points: inconclusive results due to few labels being studied and possible confusion caused by too much visual information resulting from the exposure of many packages. Only a similar drug was used, because, although this was not the focus, an attempt was made to analyze the relationship between this class and generics.
The application took the form of an interview to facilitate the access of older people and ensure the minimization of possible discrepancies due to lack of understanding of what was requested, besides making the process less laborious for the interviewee. The beginning of each interview took place without the visualization of the drugs, with exposure only starting from question number 24. The drug chosen for analysis was the same both during focus groups and questionnaires application. Captopril 25 mg the consumers of generic drugs, carried out in a local pharmacy, specifically aiming the collection of elements to elaborate the study. The questionnaire was divided into four blocks, forming a total of 44 questions: Personal Information (questions 1 to 12); General aspects of drugs (13 to 27); Perception of packaging (28 to 40) and Scenario evaluation (41 to 44).
Finally, the fourth and last step was the treatment and analysis of the data obtained that served as the basis for the conclusions of the study, from the application of spreadsheet.
The survey was conduced in the city of Cana Verde, Minas Gerais, Brazil. The city is located in the south of the state, 212 km from Belo Horizonte and 940 km from Brasilia. According to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE, 2012) , the population of the municipality in 2010 was 5,589 inhabitants and GDP per capita was R$ 6,379.27 in 2008 (as an element of comparison, GDP per capita of Minas Gerais State was R$ 14,233.00 in the same year). The city has three public health establishments and 92 business establishments, including three drugstores. The municipality is marked by great agricultural activity, emphasizing essentially the coffee cultivation and the creation of dairy cattle. Still according to IBGE, the population of the state of Minas Gerais was 19,597,330 inhabitants in 2010, distributed among 853 municipalities. The same source indicates that 6,256,069 inhabitants live in 716 small cities of the state with up to 25,000 inhabitants. This study considers Cana Verde as representative of the small cities of the state of Minas Gerais (32% of the population of the state), as well as other regions of Brazilian countryside. The choice of a small city seems interesting as a field of research, since its reality may be different from that observed in large metropolitan centers, but it represents a considerable part of the population of the state and of the country.
Sampling
According to Triola (1999) , any type of surveys or studies in a whole population (census) is in general quite complex, considering several factors, among which the limits of cost and time stand out. Thus, a smaller portion of the sample population is routinely employed, which can be understood as a portion of the study population, which has the same characteristics and allows a limited generalization of the results found. According to the author, any sampling process is error-prone, but these can be minimized by applying appropriate techniques, such as establishing results with error estimates and confidence intervals. Another point highlighted is that the best method to choose a sample is random selection, in which every member of the population has the same chance of being chosen. To calculate the significantly unknown and many still believe there is no difference between them and generic drugs: 86% of respondents reported knowing more or less what similar drugs are, while 7% said they "know" and 7% "not knowing". Contrasting the two groups, it was verified that the knowledge between those who habitually use medicines and those who do not use were quite similar.
Declared importance degree
The importance that respondents stated was given to four characteristics related to packaging that were most prominent during focus groups. The order of importance both in the analysis of the results of the total sample and of the two subgroups separately was: "giving the feeling of trust and respect" (considered weight 7.83 on a scale of 0 to 10), "ease of remembering the laboratory" (Weight 7), "finding concern about customer satisfaction" (weight 6.14) and "beauty of packaging" (weight 2.83). This was considered the most complex part of the questionnaire, since many interviewees had difficulties in understanding the real meaning of each characteristic and the importance they assigned. Although the characteristics of "transfer the sensation of trust and respect" and "ease to laboratory remembering" may be complementary to each other, that is, the degree of confidence attributed by the interviewee may be related to the manufacturer of the drug, it was considered appropriate to treat. These aspects were considered separately, including the analysis of the results of the group not using users of constant use drugs, which showed less knowledge about brands and laboratories. Some had particular difficulty in abstracting from content (considered equal in formulation and results) and analyzing only the packaging. In the research pilot, it was tried not to interfere in the understanding, but since the great part presented difficulties in being able to understand what was being asked, it was established that in the research the concepts and the desired understandings were explained in the research. tablet with 30 tablets was used to treat hypertension. The reasons for choosing the drug are listed below:
• Belonging to a class of medications (anti-hypertensive drugs) that is widely used and highly representative for the entire population;
• Be one of the most used titles among anti-hypertensive drugs. In a survey in the city where the research was conducted, it was found that about 30% of those who use anti-hypertensive drugs use the study drug;
• Being part of the program "Aqui Tem Farmácia Popular", which leads to its gratuitousness and provides a greater wealth of analysis;
• Have several labels, among generic and similar, manufactured by different laboratories;
• Have generics established for several years in the market.
Results and discussion

Knowledge about generic and similar drugs
The survey verified that 60% of respondents stated that they had "good knowledge" about what generic drugs are and their results when compared to reference drugs, while 19% said they knew "more or less" and 21% "did not know". However, there is a total lack of knowledge about technical issues related to bioequivalence tests, and most of them do not know the reasons why there is a reduction in price, being erroneously cited as factors such as the use of cheaper raw materials. Adequate responses would be considered as the great need for investments in the development of the pioneer drug and the value of the brand explored during the exclusivity guaranteed by the patent protection. Correct answers were those that demonstrated knowledge about chemical constitution, efficacy and price. As for similar drugs, they are still in the first and in the sum of the three options, is shown in Table 2 . It was possible to analyze the linear correlation between the number of times each package was chosen as the best representatives of the four characteristics (beauty, easy recall of the laboratory, confidence and respect and concern with customer satisfaction) and the number of times it was chosen for sale. In the analysis, the greater the correlation between the choices for a particular characteristic and the purchasing choices, the greater the influence that the judgment about this characteristic exerts in the choice of purchase. Table 3 (columns 1 to 3) shows the relationships between the sum of the choices for the characteristics and the purchases.
Based on the data presented, it can be seen that the characteristic that presented a stronger relation with the choice for purchase was the perception of "trust and respect". Such an understanding is found both in the total sample and in the two subgroups and repeats independently of whether only the first option or the three choices are analyzed. It was also found that the correlations of the non-drug users subgroup were more pronounced, which can be understood as an indicator that their purchasing choices are more influenced by the perceptions about the packages
Relationships when occurs gratuitousness
For each of the four characteristics of the package mentioned above, respondent was asked to indicate the three packages that he judged the best representatives of each criterion and in which order (questions 32 to 35 of the questionnaire). Thus, respondents were asked to indicate: the three most beautiful packages; the three who would be able to recall the laboratory more easily; the three that most conveyed confidence and respect; the three packages that most demonstrated a greater concern with customer satisfaction in its development. The number of times each packing option appeared as the first choice in each feature and the total number of times it was remembered (sum of the three options) is shown in Table 1 . The data are also shown of the total number of times each package was quoted, when considering all four characteristics.
An assessment of similar scenario to that provided by the "Aqui Tem Farmácia Popular" program was carried out, with free drugs for client. The format of three sequenced choices was again used. The number of times each package was chosen for purchase, both With this information, we can proceed in a similar way to the previous topic and calculate the correlations between the three choices for each characteristic and the new purchasing choices. The relationships between the price of each drug and the purchase also deserve to be analyzed. The results are shown in Table 3 , columns 4 to 10.
As can be seen in all scenarios, the highest correlation found is that between the price and the purchase choice. This, because it is a negative correlation, points out that the two sets of data move in opposite directions, that is, the lower the price, the greater the than the choices made by the other subgroup. This is an interesting aspect because the group of non-users drugs, because this subgroup would be less influenced by a relationship between the graphic design of the packaging and the brand of the drug, ie the perception of trust and respect is in relation to packaging and not to the laboratory. It was also analyzed, a scenario in which there was no presence of the program "Aqui tem Farmácia Popular" and thus, consumers should pay for the chosen drugs their respective prices. The amount of times each package was chosen is shown in Table 2 . Between the sum of the choices for each characteristic and the sum of the choices of purchase, when gratuitousness occurs: 1. Considered the total sample; 2. Considered only drug users; 3. Considered only non-users. When no gratuity occurs: 4. Among the first choices for each feature, the price and the first choice of purchase, when considered the total sample; 5. Enter the sum of the choices for each characteristic, the price and the sum of the purchasing choices, when considered the total sample; 6. Among the first choices for each characteristic, the price and the first choice of purchase when considered only the drug users; 7. Enter the sum of the choices for each characteristic, the price, and the sum of the purchasing choices when considering only drug users; 8. Among the first choices for each characteristic, the price and the first choice of purchase, when considered only the non-drug users and does not occur gratuitously; 9. Enter the sum of the choices for each characteristic, the price and sum of the purchasing choices, when considered only the non-drug users and does not occur gratuitously; 10. Between the total of choices for each characteristic and the price of each label. *Correlation not existing or not evaluated.
the weaker is the negative impact caused by the characteristic, or otherwise, the stronger the positive impact on the purchase choice.
Analyzing the group of non-drug users, in which there was evidence of greater influence of the packaging, the results found show that the "trust and respect" characteristic is the one that has the least negative impact or which positively impacts the choice. In the subgroup composed of drug users, people who were more strongly influenced by price, the correlations found between the choices for the characteristics and the purchase choices were confusing and did not ratify the results obtained until then. It is considered that the results found in this group were distorted because of the strong relation between the price and the choice (-0.78 when the three choices were analyzed).
Package preferences
Some characteristics of the packaging design were also analyzed in an isolated way through dichotomous variables that portrayed two opposites present in the titles under study. As can be seen in Table 4 , although there is some variation, preferences are recurrent in both the whole sample and the two subgroups.
Two points that stand out are related to the preference for a smaller package and for sayings located in the center. In the first case, the reasons explained during the interviews are related to a preoccupation with the waste and a greater convenience for drug transportation, handling and accommodation. Analyzing the placement of the words, it was recurrent that when located in the center the reading is facilitated. Between the opposites, "modern" and "traditional", the presence of curves in the packages, written in Braille and a greater wealth of details were pointed out as traces chance that it will be bought and vice versa. It was noted that in the group of non-drug users, this ratio is weaker than when compared to the group of drug users. This result complements the results found in the correlation analyzes when gratuitousness occurs. The analyzes of the previous scenario pointed out that non-drug users are more influenced by their perceptions about the packages.
The second scenario shows people who use drugs are more influenced by a lower price. For a better understanding of the negative signs existing in the correlations between the choices for the four characteristics raised (beauty, ease of remembering the laboratory, trust and respect and concern with customer satisfaction), the relationship between them and the price of each label as shown in Table 3 , column 10. These data demonstrate that there is a very weak negative correlation between the choices for each characteristic and the price of the medicines, that is, the lower the price, the greater the number of times they should be remembered like more beautiful, more easily resemble the laboratory and so on.
This relationship was due to a particularity of packaging and at first sight does not seem to spell out a relationship that justifies a deeper analysis. It is noteworthy that the three choices for each characteristic were performed without price exposure, which excludes possible influences. Since the most representative relationship found negatively correlates the price and the possibility of purchase, the relations involving the perceptions of the packaging and the purchase choices play a secondary role, but by no means zero. Considering what has been stated, in this scenario one should not think of characteristics that more positively influence the choice, but in characteristics that least impact negatively. Thus, the less negative (closer to zero) is the correlation, often associates this color with positive ideas such as contact ability, tranquility, hope, well-being and health. That is, the sensations transmitted by the packages that most caught the attention of the interviewees are exactly those that meet the expected results of a drug, in addition to being deeply related to the characteristic pointed out as more important (trust and respect). Although this characteristic can be associated to a standard graphic design adopted by the laboratory and contributes to the user of the drug more easily remember the laboratory, this question ratifies the implicit influence that the packaging and its perception can exert on the consumers. It was also observed that certain preferences can be determined in relation to the packaging design, being very clear issues such as the taste for location of sayings in the centers and smaller packages. Other points such as the presence of prints, vivid and strong colors and the desire for a packaging that shows traces of modernity have also been verified.
This research aims to demonstrate how aspects related to packaging design, especially in its visual aspects, can positively influence the perception of consumers of generic drugs. As the example used in the research is a type of drug included in the "Aqui tem Farmácia Popular" program, the importance of the issue of price as a consumer choice could be reduced, bringing the possibility of valuation by the group analyzed of elements that go beyond purely economic criteria such as the perception of "trust and respect" elements related to the design of the packaging.
Another important aspect to be considered is the fact that the research was carried out in a small city, which turned out to be a peculiar condition for the survey, especially considering the ease of access to the interviewees. Interestingly, some aspects raised by the research, specifically the degree of knowledge about what is a generic medicine, corresponded to the study carried out in Japan by Kobayashi et al. (2011) , which seems to demonstrate that the observed data may correspond to the situation of users of large Brazilian cities. of modernity. Regarding the preferences for printed packages and bright and strong colors, although in the group of non-users of medicines the answers did not show a marked preference, in the complete sample the indices become more robust.
Conclusions
There was a considerable correlation between the judgments on packaging and the choice of purchase. Although this relation is not always homogeneous, moments in which there is no price variation provide a fertile field for the construction of a differential through this question. When the influence of price on purchase choices was also analyzed, this was shown to be the most significant, placing the aforementioned correlations in the background. It is worth mentioning that the price variation used in the study was higher than 40%, an index that may have been able to induce more extreme purchase options. There appears to be a kind of "continuum", where the greater the price variation involved, the greater its influence, whereas the smaller the variation, the greater the relevance given to other aspects such as packaging, which makes packaging an important aspect in "Aqui tem Farmácia Popular" program.
Regarding the packaging characteristics, it was pointed out not only by the statement of importance, but mainly by the correlations made, that the most relevant aspect in a positive judgment and that is more strongly tied to the purchase choices is the "perception of trust and respect". The result was very consistent and replicated in the two subgroups analyzed. Another conclusion is related to the fact that non-drug users are more influenced by their judgment about packaging, whereas those who use drugs are more influenced by price.
Thus, packaging becomes even more important for "inbound" consumers and for drugs that are sporadically used, such as anti-inflammatories, analgesics and anti-fluids, which can be purchased by anyone. Although reasons that justify this understanding have not been addressed, it is believed that lack of experience and constant contact with the environment make people more susceptible to the effects of visual solutions developed for secondary packaging. Otherwise, those who already use medicines have a more homogeneous understanding of the equivalence of the various presentations in quality and effectiveness, making the graphic design of packaging less relevant and making the final price the basic criterion for choosing the product purchased.
Although aspects related to color are not the focus of this study, it is worth mentioning the prominence achieved by green packaging (packages 4 and 5), being the one that most pleased and / or attracted the attention of the interviewees. Design and ergonomics literature (such as Iida, 2005 and Pedrosa, 2002) 
